Title 297 WAC
WASHINGTON LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS' AND FIRE FIGHTERS' RETIREMENT BOARD

Reviser's note: Under the authority of chapter 41.50 RCW, all rules of the Washington law enforcement officers' and fire fighters' retirement board have been repealed. For later promulgation, see Title 415 WAC, Department of Retirement Systems. The reedoption of individual sections may be traced through the disposition table set forth below.

DISPOSITION OF CHAPTERS FORMERLY CODIFIED IN THIS TITLE

Chapter 297-10
ELECTION OF LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER AND FIRE FIGHTER REPRESENTATIVES

297-10-010 Election of law enforcement officer and fire fighter representatives. [Order XXI, § 297-10-010, filed 12/2/74; Order 70-1, § 297-10-010, filed 2/24/70.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-105.

Chapter 297-15
DEFINITIONS

297-15-010 Definitions. [Order XXI, § 297-15-010, filed 12/2/74; Order 147, § 297-15-010, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-105.

Chapter 297-20
MEMBERSHIP AND FUNCTION

297-20-010 Members. [Order 147, § 297-20-010, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-230.

297-20-020 Officers. [Order 147, § 297-20-020, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-110.

297-20-030 Function. [Order XX, § 297-20-030, filed 9/11/73; Order XIII, § 297-20-030, filed 7/12/73; Order 147, § 297-20-030, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-120.

Chapter 297-25
BOARD ADMINISTRATION

297-25-010 Location of the board. [Order XXI, § 297-25-010, filed 12/2/74; Order 147, § 297-25-010, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-140.

297-25-020 Meetings of the board. [Order XXI, § 297-25-020, filed 12/2/74; Order 147, § 297-25-020, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-150.

297-25-030 Office of the director. [Order XXI, § 297-25-030, filed 12/2/74; Order 147, § 297-25-030, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-170.

Correspondence with the board. [Order XXI, § 297-25-040, filed 12/2/74; Order 147, § 297-25-040, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-180.

Identification. [Order XXIII, § 297-25-050, filed 4/22/76.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-190.

Chapter 297-30
DISABILITY ORDERS AND DENIALS

297-30-010 Decision and order of the local board. [Order XXI, § 297-30-010, filed 12/2/74; Order 147, § 297-30-010, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-210.

297-30-020 Processing applications. [Order XXI, § 297-30-020, filed 12/2/74; Order 147, § 297-30-020, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-220.

297-30-030 Legal examination. [Order 147, § 297-30-030, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-230.

297-30-040 Recommendation and conclusion. [Order 147, § 297-30-040, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-240.

297-30-050 Board decision on application. [Order XXI, § 297-30-050, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-250.

297-30-060 Notice of member. [Order XXI, § 297-30-060, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-260.

297-30-070 Miscellaneous applications. [Order XXI, § 297-30-070, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-270.

Chapter 297-35
APPEALS TO THE BOARD

297-35-010 Filing appeals in cases involving disability retirement applications. [Order XXI, § 297-35-010, filed 12/2/74; Order 147, § 297-35-010, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-300.

297-35-020 Grievances. [Order 147, § 297-35-020, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-310.
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Chapter 297-40

PRACTICE BEFORE THE BOARD

297-40-010 Representation. [Order XXI, § 297-40-010, filed 12/27/74; 297-40-010, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.


297-40-040 Standards of ethical conduct. [Order 147, § 297-40-040, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-050 Appearance of certain persons prohibited. [Order 147, § 297-40-050, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-060 Computation of time. [Order 147, § 297-40-060, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-070 Notice of hearing. [Order 147, § 297-40-070, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-080 Service of process—By whom served. [Order 147, § 297-40-080, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-090 Upon whom served. [Order 147, § 297-40-090, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-100 Service upon parties. [Order 147, § 297-40-100, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-110 Method of service. [Order 147, § 297-40-110, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-120 When service complete. [Order 147, § 297-40-120, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-130 Filing with board. [Order XXI, § 297-40-130, filed 12/27/74; Order 147, § 297-40-130, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-140 Service. [Order 147, § 297-40-140, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-170 Fees. [Order 147, § 297-40-170, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-180 Proof of service. [Order 147, § 297-40-180, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-190 Quashing. [Order XXI, § 297-40-190, filed 12/27/74; Order 147, § 297-40-190, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-200 Enforcement. [Order 147, § 297-40-200, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-210 Geographical scope. [Order 147, § 297-40-210, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-220 Depositions—Right to take. [Order 147, § 297-40-220, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-230 Scope. [Order 147, § 297-40-230, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-240 Officer before whom taken. [Order 147, § 297-40-240, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-250 Authorization. [Order XXI, § 297-40-250, filed 12/27/74; Order 147, § 297-40-250, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-260 Protection of parties and deponents. [Order 147, § 297-40-260, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-265 Extension and continuance. [Order 147, § 297-40-265, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-270 Oral examination and cross-examination. [Order 147, § 297-40-270, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

297-40-280 Recordation. [Order 147, § 297-40-280, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.
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Chapter 297-45
APEAL TO THE SUPERIOR COURT

Notice of appeal to the superior court. [Order 147, § 297-45-010, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-400.

Certification of record. [Order 147, § 297-45-020, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-410.

Chapter 297-50
MINIMUM MEDICAL AND HEALTH STANDARDS FOR MEMBERSHIP IN THE LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS' AND FIRE FIGHTERS' RETIREMENT SYSTEM

Purpose. [Order 149, § 297-50-010, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-500.

Minimum standards for membership—Physical examination. [Order VIII, § 297-50-020, filed 10/19/72; Order 149, §§ 297-50-020, 297-50-021, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-510.

Abdomen and gastrointestinal system. [Order 149, §§ 297-50-030, 297-50-031, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-520.

Blood and blood-forming tissue diseases. [Order 149, §§ 297-50-040, 297-50-041, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-530.

Dental. [Order 149, §§ 297-50-050, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-540.

Ears and hearing. [Order 149, §§ 297-50-060, 297-50-061, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-550 and 415-104-555.

Table 1—Table of acceptable audiometric hearing level. [Order VIII, §§ 297-50-070, 297-50-071, filed 8/27/72; Order 149, §§ 297-50-070, 297-50-071, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6).
Endocrine and metabolic disorders. [Order 149, § 297-50-080, filed 8/27/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-650.

Eyes and vision. [Order VII, § 297-50-100, filed 8/2/72; Order IV, § 297-50-100, filed 5/26/72; Order 149, § 297-50-100, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-588.

Genito-urinary system. [Order 149, § 297-50-110, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-605.

Head and neck. [Order 149, § 297-50-120, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-610 and 415-104-615.

Heart and vascular system. [Order 149, § 297-50-130, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-630, 415-104-634, and 415-104-638.

Lungs and chest wall. [Order 149, § 297-50-150, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-640, 415-104-644, and 415-104-646.

Height, weight, and body build. [Order 149, § 297-50-140, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-630, 415-104-634, and 415-104-638.

Mouth, nose, pharynx, trachea, esophagus, and larynx. [Order 149, § 297-50-180, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-660, 415-104-663, 415-104-666, and 415-104-668.

Neurological disorders. [Order 149, § 297-50-190, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-670.

Psychoses, psychoneuroses, and personality disorders. [Order 149, § 297-50-200, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-686, 415-104-684, and 415-104-688.

Skin and cellular tissues. [Order 149, § 297-50-210, filed 8/2/71.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-690.
Appendix A—Request for public records. [Order 22, Appendix A—Form (codified as WAC 297-55-990), filed 5/4/73.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090.

Chapter 297-60
DEDUCTIONS FROM PENSION PAYMENTS FOR INSURANCE PURPOSES

Deductions from pension payments for insurance purposes. [Order XXI, § 297-60-010, filed 12/2/74; Order XXI, § 297-60-010, filed 11/28/73.] Repealed by 78-03-023 (Order IV), filed 2/15/78. Statutory Authority: RCW 41.50.050(6) and 41.50.090. Later promulgation, see WAC 415-104-030.